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71. Which word in the poem (A spring morning) means to talk
rapidly ?

1. Chatter 2. Roaring 3. Moor 4. Brood
72. Which bird is hatching eggs ?

1. Jay 2. Stock dove 3. Magpie 4. Brood
73. The figures of speech in “The sky rejoices in the mroning’s

birth”, is
1. simile 2. pun 3. personification   4. metaphor

74. The poem ‘A spring morning’ is a/an
1. Sonnet 2. Terza Rima poem
3. Spenserian poem 4. Rhyme royal poem

75. The first two tines of A Spring morning indicate
1. The previous night was stormy
2. The previous night was disturbing
3. The previous night is rainy
4. The previous night is peaceful

76. The phrase ‘rustic dress’ refers to
1. atrractive dress 2. simple dress
3. expensive dress 4. torn dress

77. What words do you associate with happiness in 3rd stanza of
Anecdote for fathers ?

1. pleasure 2. pressure 3. delightful 4. both 1 & 3
78. What did the poet and his son Edward do during their walk ?

1. Kept silent 2. Enjoyed watching nature
3. Talked continually 4. all

79. Who loves the narrator in the poem (Anecdote for fathers)?
1. The son   2. The kilve   3. The liswyn  4. The weather’s cock

80. “Why this is strange” said I”. What was strange ?
1. The son’s interest in kilves 2. The son’s dislike of liswyn
3. The son’s reply 4. None

81. When was the poem ‘The cloud’ published ?
1. 1818 2. 1819 3. 1820 4. 1821

82. The poem ‘The cloud’ is an example for
1. Ballad 2. Sonnet 3. Elegy 4. Ode

83. Identify the vowel sound in the word womb
1. |U| 2. |U :| 3. |a :| 4. |3:|
 “I wield the flail of the lashing hail
And whiten the green plains under,”

84. The cloud is compared to .......... in the above lines
1. A bird 2. Rabbit 3. Mist 4. Farmer

85. The figures of speech is in the above lines
1. simile 2. metaphor 3. pun 4. Alliteration

86. The protogonist of the lesson ‘The gold Frame’ is
1. Datta 2. Customer 3. R.K. Laxman   4. None

87. ‘What have you done? he demanded, indignantly.” Here ‘you’
refers to

1. The customer   2. Datta   3. The narrators  4. The stranger
88. The word ‘indignantly’ means

1. Surprised & amused 2. Sad and anger
3. Angry and Surprised 4. None

89. At the end of the lesson, The customer’s expression changes
because

1. He finds the frame with a cut shope
2. He finds the frame attractive
3. He finds the old man’s photo change
4. He finds the frame with a squre shape

90. Which syllable is stressed in the following word ‘photograph’?
1. The first syllable 2. The seond syllable
3. The third syllable 4. none

91. The expression “What can I do for you?” refers to
1. giving suggestion 2. offering help
3. seeking help 4. making a request

92. ‘Flying colours’ means
1. memoriable success 2. wonderful success
3. remarkable success 4. none

93. Choose the wrong expression
1. Reach a target 2. Reach an amibition
3. Reach an agreement 4. None

94. Fritz Karinthy was a/an
1. Canadian writer 2. American Writer
3. English writer 4. Hungarian writer

95. “We must checkmate him”. Here the model verb must indicates
1. a possibility 2. a strong obligation
3. a suggestion 4. all

96. Who was mentioned as a sly crafty individual ?
1. Wasser kopf 2. Principal
3. Mathematics teacher 4. Leaderer
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97. Who said, “He loves us not he wants the natural touch” ?
1. Lady macduff 2. Macbeth
3. Lady macbeth 4. Flence

98. The figures of speech in “All the perfumes of Arabia will not
sweeten this little hand’’ is

1. personification     2. metaphor    3. climax    4. hyperbole
99. At the beginning of the play, macbeth and Banquo met three

witches
1. In a castle 2. In a forest 3. In a heath 4. In a barn

100. What is the other name of macbeth ?
1. The Scottis play 2. The Roman play
3. The Latin play 4. The greek play

101. Why did macbeth want macduff to kill ?
1. He was a close associated of malcolm
2. Three spirits warned macbeth to be beware of macduff
3. Three witches warned macbeth to be beware of macduff
4. All

102. What is the tragic flaw is macbeth ?
1. Injustice    2. proud       3. Ambitious     4. Series of murders

103. A speech in which a character reveals his / her innermost
thoughts is ...........

1. A side    2. Dramatic monolgue  3. Monologue  4. Solilogy
104. Which foreign army did macbeth defeat ?

1. Norwegian 2. French 3. Pompey 4. Scotland
105. Choose the conditional clause

1. Whatever happens keep calm
2. Don’t annoy him whatever you do
3. Had I the wings of a bird I would fly away 4. All

106. Adverb clause of conditions are introduced by
1. Subordinating conjuctions if, as, or
2. Co-ordinating conjuctions whether if, unless
3. Co-ordinating conjunctions unless, whether
4. Subordinating conjunctions if, unless, whether

107. He was disobedient. He was suspended (Choose clause of
condition)

1. If he had been disobedient, he would have been suspended
2. If he had n’t been disobedient, he would n’t have been

suspended
3. Unless he had been disobedient, he would have been sus-

pended
4. All

108. I don’t know her name. I won’t tell (Choose conditional clause)
1. If I knew her name, I would tell you
2. If I know her name, I will tell you
3. If I did n’t know her name, I would tell you
4. None

109. Work hard or you will fail. (Choose conditional clause)
1. If you work hard, you will fail
2. If you work hard, you won’t fail
3. Unless you work hard, you won’t fail
4. Both 2 & 3

110. Come tomorrow ............ (Choose suitable subordinating clause)
1. If I don’t phone 2. Except I phone
3. Unless I phone 4. All
111-115. Choose the correct (Tense) Sentences.

111. When I got up this morning,
1. The sun was shining 2. The sun shone
3. The birds sang 4. Both 2 & 3

112. I thought I ..........(send) the cheque a week before
1. send 2. sent 3. had sent         4. will send

113. For 900 years the castle ..........(stand) on the hill (Permanent
situation)

1. stands 2. is standing 3. has been stood  4. has stood
114. It always ......... here in November (repeated actions)

1. rains 2. rained 3. has rained 4. is raining
115. I think India ..........(win) the match

1. win 2. wins 3. won 4. will win
116-122. Choose suitable voice sentences for the following.

116. Nobody listans to her.
1. She was listened by anybody
2. She was never listened to
3. She was listened by somebody
4. All

117. They poured water on us
1. we were poured on
2. we were poured water by them
3. water was poured on us
4. both 2 & 3

118. The storm blew Margaret’s roof off
1. Margaret’s roof is blown off by the storm
2. Margaret’s roof was blown off with the storm
3. Margaret’s roof was blown off by the storm
4. Margaret’s roof was blown off in the starm

119. Your mother lacks tact.
1. Tact is lacked by your mother
2. You is lacked by your mother
3. Both are correct 4. No passive form

120. They decided to meet at twelve
1. It was decided to meet at twelve
2. It was decided by them to meet at twelve
3. It was decided to be met at twelve
4. No passive form

121. We like ourstaff  to say what they think
1. Our staff are liked to say what they think
2. Our staff is liked to say what they think
3. Our staff is liked to be siad what they think
4. No passive form

122. Who taught you English ?
1. By whom was English taught to you?
2. Who were you taught English by?
3. By whom were you taught English ? 4. All

Read the following passage
PANAJI: Goa’s massive biodiversity and topographic attributes,

including a long coastline, make it vulnerable to climate change,
notably sea-level rise, said eminent climate scientist and Nobel
laureate R.K. Pachauri in Panaji on wendnesday.

Delivering the keynote address at the fourth vasudeva ‘v’ sinai
Dempo memorial lecture on ‘Restoring respect for nature in
economic development, pachauri pointed to the flash floods in
canacona in 2009 as an implication of climate change

123-126 Read the above passage & Answer the following ques-
tions.

123. What was the topic of Pachauri’s lecture?
1. Eminent climate
2. Restoring respect for nature in economic development
3. Goa’s massive biodiversity 4. All

124. Why is goa vulnerable to climate change? Because of
1. Massive biodiversity 2. Topographic attributes
3. A long coast line 4. All

125. Where did flash floods occur ?
1. canacona 2. goa 3. panaji 4. none

126. Which word in the above passage means’ not protected against
attack’ ?

1. To pographic  2. Eminent 3. Vulnerable  4. Flash floods
127. Which of the will vibrate to produce a voice sound ?

1. vocal cards 2. lungs 3. teeth ridge 4. vocal ridge
128. The word ‘anaesthtic’ is stressed on the

1. First syllable 2. Second syllable
3. Third syllable 4. Fourth syllable

129. Identify the final sound in the word ‘maidens’
1. |s| 2. |ns| 3. |iz| 4. |z|

130. Students are asked to match sentences with pictures or wall
charts. This task comes under

1. listening 2. speaking 3. reading 4. writing
131. What kind of reading is a study which involves several other

skills besides reading ?
1. Intensive reading 2. Extensive reading
3. Scanning 4. All

132. Which method is also called as the spelling - method ?
1. sentence method 2. phrase method
3. word method 4. alphabetic method

133. Paragraphs and well-knit sentences are the elements of
1. Good Writing 2. Paragraph writing
3. Sub-Skill of writing 4. all

134. To remedy spelling errors made by pupils or to prevent them
from making spelling errors, the teacher should

1. Get pupils write each word ten times
2. Get pupils to learn by heart every word
3. Help them read books
4. Have lists of English words hung on the classroom walls

135. To develop listening skills, teachers of English
1. can draw matchstick drawings on the B.B
2. can show charts to pupils and get them to say sentences
3. can narrate or read short stories followed testing compre-

hension
4. can get pupils to read stories at home and narrate them in the

class room
136. The activity of Role - Play

1. involves three pupils listening to the teacher
2. involves the teacher and entire class learning
3. involves two pupils listening to another pupil
4. adds interest and humour to the pupils learning

137. Which of the following is an individual activity except ?
1. Giving speech 2. Dialogues
3. Narrate a story 4. Description of a picture

138. ‘Filling Grids’ is an activity which comes under
1. Listening skills 2. Speaking skills
3. Reading skills 4. Writing skills

139. ‘Producing sounds in a meaningful chunks’ is a sub-skill of
1. listening 2. speaking 3. reading 4. writing

140. Chosse a wrong fair
1. Falling tone - wh-questions
2. Rising tone - yes/no type questions
3. Falling tone - commands
4. Rising tone - Invitations
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ALL THE BEST



Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans Q.No Ans
1 4 51 3 101 2 151 1
2 2 52 2 102 3 152 2
3 1 53 4 103 4 153 2
4 2 54 3 104 1 154 4
5 3 55 3 105 4 155 3
6 2 56 2 106 4 156 4
7 1 57 1 107 2 157 1
8 2 58 4 108 2 158 2
9 2 59 3 109 2 159 3

10 1 60 4 110 4 160 1
11 4 61 3 111 1 161 4
12 4 62 2 112 3 162 2
13 3 63 2 113 4 163 4
14 3 64 3 114 1 164 2
15 2 65 3 115 4 165 4
16 1 66 3 116 2 166 1
17 1 67 4 117 3 167 3

SA ENGLISH ANSWER SHEET
DIV TEST.2 (14.04.2015)

17 1 67 4 117 3 167 3
18 4 68 4 118 4 168 4
19 2 69 2 119 4 169 1
20 3 70 2 120 1 170 2
21 2 71 1 121 4 171 3
22 1 72 2 122 4 172 4
23 3 73 3 123 2 173 2
24 1 74 4 124 4 174 4
25 1 75 1 125 1 175 4
26 3 76 2 126 3 176 1
27 4 77 4 127 1 177 2
28 1 78 3 128 3 178 2
29 3 79 1 129 4 179 1
30 4 80 2 130 3 180 4
31 3 81 3 131 1 181 3
32 4 82 4 132 4 182 2
33 4 83 2 133 1 183 2
34 3 84 4 134 4 184 1
35 1 85 2 135 3 185 4
36 1 86 1 136 4 186 3
37 2 87 2 137 2 187 1
38 3 88 3 138 1 188 4
39 3 89 4 139 2 189 3
40 3 90 1 140 4 190 340 3 90 1 140 4 190 3
41 2 91 2 141 3 191 2
42 4 92 3 142 1 192 4
43 1 93 2 143 3 193 2
44 1 94 4 144 4 194 2
45 2 95 2 145 4 195 3
46 2 96 1 146 1 196 4
47 3 97 3 147 3 197 1
48 2 98 4 148 4 198 4
49 3 99 3 149 4 199 4
50 2 100 1 150 1 200 3


